
THE DATE AND HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
OF IG XII v 714 OF ANDROS 

(PLATE 76) 

/\N INSCRIPTION FROM ANDROS, IG XII v 714 as emended, restored, and dated 
byTheophil Sauciuc (cf. IG XII, Suppl., p. 119), has provided an important piece 

of evidence for Athenian treatment of its allies under the Second Athenian Confederacy.' 
The inscription (see pp. 318-319 below) preserves a decree of the Andrians in honor of 
'AvxL[oro, [---o]ug, who is praised and granted a crown "on account of his excellence 
and benevolence toward the demos of the Andrians," &pirx gvevxezv xol Ov[otocg x] t 

6ov 8n,uov rov 'Av8pLcv (lines 8-9). While much of the text describing the precise chairacter 
of his benefactions is lost, enough remains to support the inference that he arranged for the 
sale of grain, [r]oO a'xouou oOu ieVlOU (line 3), at a reduced price (cf. lines 1, 4), probably 
of five drachmai (dr) per medimnos (med; line 2).2 Along with Antidotos are praised "the 
soldiers who proved useful to the demos and worked with him to make the grain cheaper in 
the city," rouC[4 a]pa-Lroc, 60oL xrc, XPeXc nocpeGXoVxo TO L 8 L [,u] xocl auv 'pynav 

TO - aZtov e tc4pea-rpo[v tvml] iv -e T6 XeL (lines 13-16). 
The inscription was first published in 1876 in a very unreliable text, without remarks 

on the date or historical context.3 Pernice later suggested a date of the 4th century; of the 
content he wrote only that it was impossible to tell what events of war were being referred to.4 
Friedrich Hiller von Gaertringen was the first to offer a specific date and historical context. 
He associated the events in the text with the expulsion from Andros in 308 B.C. of a garrison, 
presumably Antigonid, by Ptolemaios I during his operations in the Aegean and Greece 
(Diodorus Siculus 20.37. 1).5 In 1911, after a reexamination of the stone and supported by 
powerful arguments, Sauciuc proposed instead to associate the decree with the activities of 
an Athenian garrison imposed on the island perhaps in the 360's but certainly in place by 
the Social War and commanded by an Athenian strategos; the arrangement would have 
been similar to the garrison known from Arkesine on Amorgos, commanded in the 350's 
by Androtion (IG 112 123 = Tod 1948, no. 156; IG XII vii 5 = Tod 1948, no. 152). Antidotos 

1 For permission to study inscriptions of the Cyclades I am grateful to the Ephor of the Cyclades, Photini 
Zaphiropoulou. William D. E. Coulson, Director of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, offered 
me every assistance during my research trips in 1988, 1990, and 1991. For assistance on Andros in 1988, I 
thank Maria Korre, Director of the Archaeological Museum; for assistance on Tenos in 1991, I am indebted to 
Vaglista Desipri and my research assistant, Jennifer Chi. The comments of the two anonymous readers for 
Hesperia caught several errors and helped me to tighten my arguments; my gratitude in no way implicates them 
in the final results. My work was supported by grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities 
and Trinity College. 

2 Thus, Sauciuc 1911, pp. 9-10. 
3 Weil 1876, pp. 239-241. Cf. Dragatsis 1881, pp. 794-795. 
4 Pernice 1893, p. 15. 
5 IGXIIv714,p. 203. 
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would then have been an Athenian general and the soldiers of the inscription the garrison 
troops referred to in IG 112 123. As far as I can tell, Sauciuc's dating and interpretation 
have been universally accepted.6 

Sauciuc marshaled three main arguments to support his dating. He suggested that the 
abundant evidence for grain shortages in Athens in the latter half of the 4th century provided 
a suitable context for Antidotos' benefaction toward the Andrians. He found parallels in the 
nomenclature of officials in Athens and on Andros which he argued could only have resulted 
from close ties between the two states; changes in this nomenclature in Athens, he further 
asserted, justified a narrowing of the date to ca. 360 to 318/7. Finally, he pointed to the 
Athenian garrison already known for Andros during the period of the Social War, perhaps 
indeed precisely to 357/6 B.C. (see further, pp. 314-315 below), and argued that the events 
the inscription describes could best be explained by attributing them to the commander and 
troops of that garrison.7 These arguments are of very uneven force. There are, however, two 
further dating criteria which have received only scanty attention even though they offer the 
potential of providing an independent date: the forms of the letters and the orthography 
of the inscription. 

LETTER FoRMs AND ORTHOGRAPHY 

On the letter forms of IG XII v 714, Sauciuc quotes Dragatsis, who described the 
lettering as "of good period", and Pernice, who put the inscription "probably in the fourth 
century" (both without discussion). Hiller von Gaertringen, who noted the bowed-bar alphas, 
attributed it either to the 4th century, following Pernice, or to the first half of the 3rd. Of 
the alphas Sauciuc himself remarked, "The middle stroke of the alpha is practically always 
straight, only curved a few times, so that the letters can easily belong to the second half of the 
fourth century."8 

This is not entirely accurate. In fact, the bowed alphas outnumber those with straight 
bars by more than two to one. The rest of the letters are important, too. Thetas have both 
central dots and strokes. Omicrons are invariably small and never fully rounded. Pis with 
short right strokes and with full right strokes are both present; those wlth short strokes also 
display an overhang on the right of the top stroke, which is decorated at the end with a forked 
apex. Both mus and sigmas are splayed. "Big" letters like eta, mu, nu, and sigma often 
have curved strokes. Many of the letters are decorated with either simple dots at the ends 
of strokes or with small forked apices (P1. 76:b). 

6 Busolt and Swoboda 1920-1926, II, p. 1376, note 3 ("Ios" is a misprint for "Andros"), cf. I, pp. 478-479, 
note 5, giving "before 318/7" (cf. Sauciuc 1911, p. 16) without explicit reference to Sauciuc; RE Suppl. VI, 
1935, col. 887, s.v. Sitos (F. Heichelheim); IG XII, Suppl., p. 119 (F. Hiller von Gaertringen) ("a. 318" must 
be a misprint for "a. 308"); Accame 1941, pp. 184-185; KlPauy I, 1979, col. 1539, s.v. Andros (E. Meyer); 
Cargill 1981, p. 158, note 28; Nigdelis 1990, p. 240, note 194; Brun 1993, p. 186. Develin (1989, p. 279) 
lists "? Antidotos" under the strategoi for 356/5 B.C. on the basis of IG XII v 714 but writes, "He is supposed as 
general on Andros in the Social War period, which must remain in doubt." McDonald (1943, p. 157, with 
note 138), not knowing Sauciuc, dates the text to the "late fourth or early third century B.C." 

7 Sauciuc 1911, pp. 10- 19. 
8 Dragatsis 1881, p. 794; Pernice 1893, p. 15; Hiller in IG XII v, p. 203; Sauciuc 1911, pp. 14-15. There is 

nothing on letter forms in Well 1876, pp. 239-240. 
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This lettering has a distinctly 3rd-century flavor. The bowed alpha occurs by ca. 250 B.C. 

on Delos, in the second half of the 3rd century on Paros, and on los probably at about 
the same time or a bit later (last third of the century?). On Andros' neighbor Tenos, the 
appearance of bowed alphas is harder to date precisely, but there can be no doubt that 
they did not begin before the 3rd century.9 Pis with short right strokes appear in Athens 
and on Delos during the second quarter of the 3rd century; a projecting horizontal stroke 
likewise points toward the mid- or later 3rd century. Splayed sigmas and mus can be found 
throughout the 3rd century, although in general they tend to be earlier rather than later. 10 On 
the whole, the lettering points to a date in the mid-3rd century rather than in the mid-4th. 1 1 

Another characteristic of the text which could bear on the date12 is the use of the 
diphthong 6 for 1L (ct, line 16; Box6, line 13). The form does not appear in Cycladic 
inscriptions before the end of the 4th century. At Athens it is very rare before ca. 350 B.C. and 
even in the following twenty years; it is not until after 300 B.C. that it becomes predominant. 13 
The presence of 6 in IG XII v 714 would seem to speak strongly against a date as early 
as 357/6 or indeed before the end of the 4th century. If this text were to be assigned to 
a date only on the basis of the lettering and orthography, it would probably belong to the 
second or third quarter of the 3rd century. 

The conclusions reached on the basis of the lettering and orthography cannot stand if 
other, better criteria demand a different date. It must be admitted, however, that dating 
IG XII v 714 to the mid-4th century would radically upset long-held views about the 
development of lettering styles in the Hellenistic period. The implications are considerably 
more profound than the long-standing dispute, recently reinvigorated,14 over the date in 
the 5th century at which the Athenians stopped using three-barred sigmas. In that case 
the difference in date is only twenty or thirty years, whereas for IG XII v 714 it is about 
a century; in the Athenian case there are numerous inscriptions whose letter-form dates 

9 IG XI ii 206, 287; IG XIiv 1052, Tabula III; cf. ID 313, 320, 353, and 372 (235-200 B.C.) apud IG XI 
3, Tabulae I-III; ID 401 (189 B.C.). IG XI vi 1105 has bowed alphas only; cf. the photograph at Queyrel 1989, 
p. 294, pl. 32. J. Treheux (apud Queyrel 1989, pp. 287-288) associates the lettering of this stone with IG XI 
ii 287 (250 B.C.), but there are differences. Paros: IG XII v 111, 445 (mixed with broken bars), Lambrinudakis 
and Worrle 1983, pp. 283-368, SEG XV 517. Ios: IG XII v 2, 1002, 1011, which share the same rogator. 
Tenos: IG XII v 798, 814, 825 (autopsy), IG XII, Suppl. 313 (cf. sketch at Graindor 1910, p. 45; Hiller's 
date at IG XII, Suppl., p. 138), Etienne 1990, no. 4, pp. 102-106, pl. XI, no. 25, pp. 267-268, pl. XIV:2. 

10 Pis: Larfeld 1902, pp. 470-474; on Delos, IG XIiv 562, 280-270 B.C., Tab. I (equal), 543 (early 3rd 
century), Tab. II, 1050 (250 B.C.), Tab. III, 681-682 (240-220 B.C.), Tab. I (shorter right); 1072 (early 3rd 
century), Tab. VI, 1049, Tab. III; cf. also SEG XV 517 (Paros); on Tenos, IG XII v 873 (photo at Etienne 1990, 
pl. XII: 1), IG XII, Suppl. 313 (shorter right, no overhang), IG XII v 814, Etienne 1990, no. 4, pp. 102-106, 
(shorter right, overhang), IG XII v 798, Etienne 1990, no. 25, pp. 267-268 (both). Sigmas and mus: on Delos, 
ID 338 (224 B.C.); on Paros, IG XII v 111, SEG XV 517; on Tenos, IG XII v 798, 816, 825, 873, IG XII, 
Suppl. 313, Etienne 1990, no. 4, pp. 102-106. Further on the lettering of Hellenistic Cycladic inscriptions, 
see Reger 1994, pp. 35-39 (N.B., at p. 58, "facing south" should read "facing west"). 

l On the very similar letter forms of IG XIIv 715, which belongs securely to the 3rd century and probably to 
roughly the third quarter, see Sherwin-White 1982, p. 68, note 65, pl. 11 :b. 

12 Noted by Pernice (1893, p. 15) but not further discussed. 
13 Knitl 1938, p. 21; for Athens, Threatte 1980, pp. 374-378. See also Henry 1964, pp. 240-24 1; Schwyzer 

1938, pp. 201-202. 
14 Chambers et al. 1990, pp. 38-63; see also Mattingly 1992, pp. 129-138. Contra, Henry 1992, pp. 137-146. 
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various scholars had questioned for various reasons, whereas here we have only a single 
inscription. Sauciuc's arguments must therefore be especially compelling for us to set aside 
the clear evidence of the lettering, corroborated by the orthography. Now that we have 
seen that there is reason to doubt Sauciuc's date, we can consider the substance of his case. 

ARGUMENTS FOR A DATE IN TmH MID-4TH CENTURY 

Grain crisis andprices 
Sauciuc adduces the new importance of imported grain in the second half of the 

4th century as evidence for the importance of Antidotos' beneficence to the Andrians. 
Owing, he says, to the activities of the Macedonians "grain prices rose considerably and 
the provisioning of the city [sc. Athens] became very uncertain." The evidence he cites 
for rising prices, however, dates exclusively to the period of serious and prolonged grain 
shortages at Athens in the 330's and 320's. Prices of 16 dr for these years have no bearing 
on putative prices in the 350's.15 Further, the handful of prices known for Athens before 
the growing crises of the last third of the 4th century16 are virtually impossible to interpret 
without a much better sense of the short- and long-term price trends. Some evidence does 
point toward a sense among the Athenians that 5-6 dr was a reasonable price for wheat 
soon after harvest; this may be what the expression t xo trccxuioc -tcn refers to.17 If this 
price level was typical, then at 5 drachmai per medimnos the Andrians would not have been 
getting much of a bargain in the mid-4th century. 

In the 3rd century, prices of 6-4 dr/med for wheat are very common again, not, however, 
as market prices but as administered or set prices. 18 Perhaps most interesting for our purposes 
is a price of 4 dr from Pergamon, which was fixed for mercenary soldiers as a part of the 
benefits they exacted from their employer.19 Non-administered prices were typically much 
higher in the 3rd century. By a stroke of good luck, there is solid evidence from Andros' 
nearby Cycladic neighbor, Delos. In 282 B.C. wheat there cost 4.5-10 dr/med and barley 
(alphita), 4-5 dr/med. These prices have often been thought to reflect a shortage, but prices 
of 5.1 dr for alphita in 258 B.C., 3.1-5.1 dr for alphita in 250 B.C., 3.8 dr in 247, 6.2 in 246, and 
3.1 in 224 argue rather that the figures for wheat prices in 282 were low for the mid-3rd 
century. In the one case where we have directly comparable prices for wheat and aiphita 
on Delos, the price ratio is 2.75:1 (174 B.C.). No such directly comparable prices survive 
for the 3rd century, but prices of 282 B.C. for first wheat and then aiphita in consecutive 
months imply, roughly, a ratio of about 2.5: 1. At these ratios, the many barley (aiphita) prices 
just cited would imply wheat prices of roughly 8-17 dr, and indeed for the 3rd century Delos 

'5 Sauciuc 1911, pp. 11 (quotation), 11-13 (evidence). Garnsey 1988, pp. 154-162. Demosthenes 34.39. 
16 Wheat: 6 dr, early 4th century, IG II2 1356, line 17; barley as alphita: 4 dr, mid-4th century, IG II2 1358, 

lines 45, 50. See RE Suppl. VI, 1935, s.v. Sitos (F. Heichelheim);Jarde 1925, pp. 179-181. 
17 Wheat at 6 or 5 dr: IG I12 1672, line 287; Demosthenes 34.39; IG II2 360, line 30. Figueira 1986, 

p. 165; see also Seager 1966, pp. 172-184, Ampolo 1986, p. 147, Reger 1993, pp. 312-313. 
18 IG II2 1672, line 287, cf. 297, 298, 6 dr, 329/8 B.C., a year of shortage; cf. Garnsey 1988, pp. 154-162. 

Syll. 3 976, lines 25-26, minimum price of 5 dr 2 obols, Samos, late 3rd/early 2nd century or ca. 260 B.C., 

Gargola 1992, pp. 12-28; Tracy 1990b, p. 92 and 1990a, pp. 97-100. Syll. 3 495, lines 24-25, 5 dr, Olbia, 
ca. 230 B.C. IG V ii 437, line 6, 5 dr 3 obols, Messenia, ca. 100 B.C. 

'9 OGIS 266, lines 3-4 (ca. 260-250 B.C.). See Launey 1949-1950, II, pp. 739-741; Virgilio 1982, 
pp. 131-132. 
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preserves several wheat prices of 10-1 1 dr/med. We may cautiously conclude that, typically, 
wheat probably cost 8-12 dr/med in the Cyclades in the 3rd century.20 Under such a price 
regime a price of 5 dr for wheat would have been a real benefaction. 

Administrative officials 
Sauciuc derived a terminus ante quem for the inscription from the titles of two secretaries 

mentioned in it, according to his restorations. The first was the secretary of the boule, who 
was enjoined to announce the award of Antidotos' crown at the Dionysiac festival: rov 
8' Ypoc[p1oclocX t P f3ouxin &VCXyyeRXtL 6vV8e r6v ar'p0Cqv[ov ALo]yuaLols Tpoy6)LMOV 
tO)L &cy(vL (lines 9-11). The second was the secretary of the prytaneis, whose duty was 

"to inscribe this decree on a stone stele and set it up in the agora in front of the bouleuterion" 
(lines 16-19). Sauciuc pointed out that officials with the same titles appear also at Athens. 
There the secretary of the boule, who occurs in Attic decrees of the 5th and 4th centuries, 
was complemented between 358 and 354 B.C. by a new secretary, the ypo r~oruek 6 xorrok 

ZpUtoveLaV. They recur together for the next several decades; then after 318/7 B.C. the 
secretary of the boule disappears. Since, as Sauciuc argued, Andros was closely bound to 
Athens in the later 4th century, the Andrians must have taken their magistrates' titles from 
Athens. Thus IG XII v 714 cannot date after 318/7 (the last attestation of the secretary 
of the boule) nor (by implication) before 358, the date of Sauciuc's first attestation of the 
Athenian ypocxu,uicrre 6 xcrt& TpUTavCLCv, which Sauciuc takes to be equivalent to the 
Andrian ypoc,u,uocetu xxCv Tput&CveAv.21 

There is no reason to suppose, however, that the Andrians must have borrowed Athenian 
titles and duties for their officials just because they were under Athenian hegemony, and in 
any case, discoveries since Sauciuc wrote have demolished his dichotomy at Athens between 
the secretary of the boule and the secretary xocvr& iTpU VeLxV; we now know that both 
expressions refer to the same official.22 Moreover, there is a problem with the duties 
assigned to the Andrian secretaries. In a certainly 4th-century stoichedon inscription of 
Andros, IG XII, Suppl. 245, the task of inscribing the decree is assigned to the secretary 
of the boule (lines 10-11). This official disappears from 3rd-century documents, however, 

20 Sources: IG XI ii 158A, lines 37-50 (282 B.C.), 224A, line 29 (258 B.C.), 287A, lines 45, 59-60, 64, 66, 
67-68, 71 (250 B.C.), ID 291b+, lines 55, 82 (247 B.C., see Vallois 1944, pp. 37-38, note 2), 290, lines 82, 
97-98 (246 B.C.), 338Aa, line 35 (224 B.C.); ID 442A, line 220 (179 B.C.), 445, lines 4-5, 13 (178 B.C.) 452, 
line 9 (177 B.C.), 440A, lines 62-63, 69, giving both wheat and barley (174 B.C.), 461Bb, line 53 (169 B.C.); see 
Larsen 1938, pp. 347-348. Except for IG XI ii 158, prices are recorded for krithai, raw barley; I have converted 
to price equivalents for alphita by multiplying by 1.54, reckoning a milling loss of 35 percent (Foxhall and Forbes 
1982, p. 46). The figures at IG XI ii 224A, line 29 and ID 338Aa, line 35 were read by me from the stones in the 
summer of 1990. ID 291b+ indicates the complex ID 291b + 292 + 306 + 291c + 291e + 294 (line 55 = 291b, 
line 25; line 82 = 291c, line 10 + 291e, line 10). These joins were first noted by Davis (1936, p. 109) but 
have never been fully published. I hope to offer a complete text in another context. 

For the shortage, Glotz 1913, pp. 19-20;Jarde 1925, pp. 169-173; Heichelheim 1930, p. 51; RE Suppl. VI, 
1935, cols. 857-858, s.v. Sitos (E Heichelheim); Larsen 1938, pp. 383-384; Rostovtzeff 1941, pp. 168-169; 
Roebuck 1945, pp. 159-16 1; Clinton 197 1, pp. 1 I 0 1 1; Shear 1978, p. 3 1; Foxhall and Forbes 1982, 
pp. 53-55; Garnsey 1988, p. 25; Couilloud-Le Dinahet 1990, pp. 134-137; Reger 1993, pp. 304-314. See 
Drexhage 1991, pp. 18-19 on fluctuations around harvest time. 

21 Sauciuc 1911, pp. 15-16. 
22 IG 112 120, lines 13-19, SEG XIX 129, lines 13-14, IG 112 138, 139; see Rhodes 1972, pp. 136-137. 
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and the duty of overseeing the inscription of decrees devolved first on the secretary of the 
prytaneis, exactly as in IG XII v 714,23 and then on the secretary of the generals.24 Finally, 
the presence of two secretaries in the inscription raises additional suspicions. The secretary 
of the prytaneis is charged, as secretaries generally were, with overseeing the inscribing of 
the document (lines 16-17). It seems odd that another secretary should intrude here in a 
very different and wholly unexampled role. 

Examination of the stone confirms these suspicions. There is in fact no room to restore 
tov 8e ypoc [?.oto tI e'o t P]ouXi5. The right edge of the stone at line 9 cannot accommodate 
three broad letters. Nor could the space at the beginning of line 10 take any more than 
four letters; there is no room to move part of the word down a line (as in ypcx[,Ijicr.xto]). 
Moreover, the traces at the end of line 9 do not correspond to rPA. The first letter consists of 
a vertical with a clear node at its midpoint, from which a line sloping up to the right emerges: 
an unambiguous kappa. The next letter is an eta; the crossbar and parts of the verticals 
are clearly visible. The following letter is very hard to read, but the traces correspond to 
a rho. We have, then, not EPA but KHP and must restore tov 8e x`p[uxIoc -tF P3]ouXij, 
the herald of the boule. The herald was a common public office in the Cyclades. The 
Delians had a herald of the ekklesia, an office often occupied by a prominent politician.25 
Sacred heralds on Syros and on Amorgos at Minoa and Aigiale announced crowns publicly 
(IG XII v 653, lines 47-50; IG XII vii 228, lines 8-10, 231, lines 37-38, 235, lines 7-8, 
237, lines 33-35, 258 [Minoa], 386, lines 36-40, 389, lines 33-36 [Aigiale]). Aigiale on 
Amorgos offers the best parallel, in an inscription in which the secretary (unfortunately not 
further identified) writes up the names of people elected to administer a foundation, while the 
herald announces publicly at the games the crown awarded to the man who has contributed 
the capital (IG XII vii 515, lines 99-101). Thus Sauciuc's strongest argument for a date 
in the mid-4th century collapses. 

Presence of an Athenian garrison on Andros 
The Athenians imposed a garrison on Andros in the mid-4th century, as a number 

of texts demonstrate. In IG 112 123 (= Tod 1948, no. 156), of 357/6 B.C., the Athenians 
appoint one of their ten generals to be in charge of Andros and require one Archedemos 
to exact from the island members of the Second Athenian League contributions which were 
to be used to pay the salaries of the soldiers on Andros "so that Andros would be safe 
for the demos of the Athenians and for the demos of the Andrians, and that the garrison 
troops (ppoupot) on Andros should have their pay from the contributions in accord with 
the decree of the allies, and that the garrison (cpuXcxxt) should not fall apart" (lines 7-13). 
According to Aischines (1.107), Timarchos bought the archonship over Andros for thirty 
mnai, or half a talent. If the longer passage ofAischines in which this accusation is embedded 

23 IG XII v 715, line 7; for discussion of the content, see Sherwin-White 1982, pp. 67-70. 
24 IG XII v 716, lines 9-10, 717, line 9 with IG XII, Suppl., p. 120, IG XII, Suppl. 246, line 7, restored 

in IG XII, Suppl. 248D, lines 42-43. Of these texts, one is clearly 2nd century (Suppl. 48), one probably 
2nd century (717, cf. the lemma at IG XII, Suppl., p. 120), and one late 3rd (Suppl. 46). Only IG XII v 716 
looks as though it could be earlier than 715. The secretary of the boule and demos reappears in the later 
text IG XII v 721 at lines 21-22. See Nigdelis 1990, pp. 240-241. 

25 Vial 1984, pp. 261-262. 
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(1.106-112) recounts Timarchos' offices in chronological order, then the garrison will have 
been planted by, probably, 363/2.26 Relations between Athens and Andros in the later 4th 
century are attested also by the gift of a crown to Athens by the Andrians in 348/7 (IG 112 
1441, lines 12--i3) and the award of an honorary decree by the Athenians to an Andrian 
in 338/7 (IG 112 238). Since Sauciuc assigned a terminus ante quem of 318/7 to IG XII v 
714, he naturally associated its honorand with the Athenian garrison.27 

The preserved text of IG XII v 714, however, includes nothing that specifically indicates 
that the persons there honored were associated with this garrison. Antidotos is never called 
an Athenian (except in Sauciuc's fully restored first line). The men honored with him are 
called soldiers, Gtp0tL6TL&L, not garrison troops, cppoupot, as in the Athenian text (IG 112 
123, line 1 0).28 There is no mention of a garrison, ypoupn, at all. It is instructive to compare 
this text with the decree of Arkesine on Amorgos honoring Androtion, commander of the 
garrison there (IG XII vii 5 = Tod 1948, no. 152).29 Androtion "ruled the city", &pio5 

no '0Xe6Y (line 4), language that echoes Aischines' phrase about Timarchos, who "ruled in 
Andros", jpie &v 'Av8pq (1.107). Androtion "paid the cost of the salary for the garrison 
troops out of his own pocket for the city, which was at a loss," 6ov pILOO6V TOTs ppOUpOT 
0tCOpOU<O > T L Tno'XL tOlp' hcUoOU npoovoXoaoc (lines 9-10), language again similar to 
that of IG 112 123, lines 9-11: o6o&- - - Lxko] o[fl ppOu O0 &v wA[vAp(]L .lO[68]V 

&x xrxv ouv-ra'cev. There are no such echoes in the Andrian decree. 
The years of the 350's were not the only time Andros saw foreign troops or garrisons. In 

333, at the beginning of Alexander's war against Persia, the Persian admiral Pharnabazos 
imposed garrisons on Andros and Siphnos; both were certainly soon removed (Q Curtius 
4.1.37, 5.14). In 308 Ptolemaios I expelled from Andros a garrison undoubtedly stationed 
there by Antigonos Monophthalmos and Demetrios some years before (Diodorus Siculus 
20.37.1). In 287 Andros served as the staging ground for troops led by Kallias of Sphettos 
against the Macedonian garrison in Athens. Among his other acts, Kallias arranged for 
a sizable donation of grain to the Athenians from his Ptolemaic superiors.30 Although 
no garrison or troops are explicitly attested for the Chremonidean War, it would not be 
surprising if Andros joined Keos and the little island off Sounion, called Patroklos' island, 
as staging grounds for attacks on Attika.31 By 250 at the latest, Antigonos Gonatas had 
installed a garrison on Andros that inconvenienced Aratos of Sikyon during his secret trip 
to Egypt to plead for Ptolemaic support (Plutarch, Aratos 12.2-3). This garrison may have 
been maintained through the second half of the 3rd century,32 for Philip V controlled the 
island at the start of the Second Macedonian War. His garrison was in turn expelled byjoint 
Pergamene-Rhodian action and the island awarded to Attalos as a war prize (Livy 31.15.8, 

26 Cawkwell 1981, pp. 51-52 and note 47, followed by Develin 1989, p. 264, giving 363/2 B.C.; doubts 
are expressed by Welsh (1991, p. 147, note 32). 

27 Sauciuc 1911, pp. 16-18. 
28 The use of orpOxLGOrL later (line 18) must be understood in light of this more specific designation. 
29 See also Migeotte 1984, pp. 166-168. 
30 Shear 1978, p. 2, lines 20 (troops on Andros), 50-55 (grain). 
31 Robert 1960, pp. 132-176; Cherry and Davis 1991, pp. 9-28; Pausanias 1.1.1. McCredie 1966; Heinen 

1972, pp. 152-167. For a possible Ptolemaic garrison on Hydra, see Habicht 1992, pp. 88-90. 
32 Holleaux 1942, p. 65, note 1. 
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45.2-7). The Attalids stationed their own troops there, probably until Andros fell under 
Roman control after the death of Attalos III and the revolt of Aristonikos.33 

The benefactions of Antidotos and his troops therefore need not belong in the 4th 
century; there are plenty of occasions for them which better fit the letter forms of the decree. 
On the basis of the lettering alone, a date of about the second or, even better, the third 
quarter of the 3rd century would be ideal. Antidotos would then fall either under the years 
of Ptolemaic supremacy in the Cyclades (288-261) or during the period of the Antigonid 
garrison under Gonatas or one of his successors. 

The identity ofAntidotos 
It would be possible to offer another independent criterion for dating IG XII v 714 

if we could identify the honorand Antidotos, but unfortunately this remains an unsolved 
problem. Those who accept Sauciuc's date have not offered an Athenian candidate.34 If 
the inscription actually belongs to a non-Athenian garrison of the Hellenistic period, the field 
of candidates becomes commensurately wider. 

HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION 

It should now be clear that Sauciuc's date for IG XII v 714 can no longer be accepted. 
In the absence of any reasons for putting the inscription in the mid-4th century, the letter 
forms and orthography must be decisive, and these point unambiguously toward the middle 
of the 3rd century, indeed perhaps precisely toward the third quarter. Sauciuc's historical 
interpretation of the text likewise collapses. Before I can offer a replacement (which must 
remain tentative and somewhat speculative in the face of our exiguous evidence for the history 
of Andros in the mid- and later 3rd century), two further problems must be addressed: the 
meaning of the phrase rou oarOu -Ou iEVLXOU (line 3) and the restoration of lines 3-4. 

Sauciuc clearly understands -rou o&rOu -oC iEVLXOU to refer to imported grain, that 
is, grain not homegrown and so "foreign", as in "foreign wine", otvog EVLx6X.35 This is 
possible, but the presence on Andros of troops raises the possibility that ivEc& here means 
"having to do with mercenaries" and the phrase refers rather to the grain bought for the 
sustenance of the troops (e.g., IG 112 1281, line 8). 

Sauciuc understands the phrase eXOOLV -- - ]ov (lines 3-4) to express the amount of 
grain that Antidotos supplied. It must be admitted that at less than thirty medimnoi, the 
amount would have been extraordinarily small. Thirty medimnoi might feed about fifty 
people for a month; "generosity" at such a piddling level would hardly seem to justify the 
award of a gold crown worth, by my restoration, 1000 drachmai (see below, at commentary 
on line 8). In other cases where persons are honored for supplying grain, the amounts are 
never less than 500 medimnoi and generally fall well over 1000 medimnoi.36 Further, the 

33 Sauciuc 1914, pp. 83-88. 
34 Develin 1989, p. 279. 
35 Cf. Alexis, frag. 290 (. Kock, Comicorum atticorum fragmenta, Leipzig 1880-1888, II, p. 515); Diphlios, 

frag. 32.27 (Kock, op. cit., p. 550). 
36 IG XI iv 627, line 9, 500 med; IG II2 360, lines 9, 11, two lots of 3000 med each; IG II2 408, 4000 

med; IG II2 654, lines 26-27, 7500 med; IG II2 657, line 13, 10,000 med; Demosthenes 34.39, more than 
10,000 med; IG II2 653, lines 23-34, 15,000 med. 
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exact language that Sauciuc's understanding of these lines requires would be rather strange. 
We must read something like elxoaLV [,ux8cV4ount xIoo n?piX]oV -oo tL8tpvou.37 I do not 
know a single parallel for expressing the amount of a grain gift in this fashion. Rather, the 
texts invariably give round figures in medimnoi (cf. note 36). 

A possible solution to these many problems arises out of the observation that the first 
legible letter of line 4 is not omicron but omega; the right foot is clearly visible on the stone. 
This reading suggests a restoration of [8pocIXV]c&v -rou te8 CLvou, that is to say, a price rather 
than an amount. This price should be the current market price, which I would associate 
with the figure "twenty" of line 3. After eLxoaLv I was able to read three more letters: delta, 
omicron, and a third letter with a diagonal stroke that at first resembled a nu but which 
I would interpret rather as part of an alpha. The traces suggest e!xoaLV 8[6]9 [8p]Ic; the 
two lines might, for example, have read something like [tcXou,uEvou &v rnTL &yoppL r]oO 
oaUou -O3 {VlmOU elXOaLV 8[6] [8p]q[XW]6v -ro3 .t?e&vou, "when grain for the troops 
was selling in the agora for twenty-two drachmai per medimnos"; compare, for example, 
Inschrften griechischer Stidte aus Kleinasien, 15, Die Inschrften von Ephesos, Teil 5, Bonn 1980, 
no. 1455, lines 2-3 (SyllA. 354): at'Iov etaocyocy&v etq r'v nT6XLV Tupuwv &x'Csq pptouq 

'exPocXLOXLXLOus xocl xoc'cz0c4(Cjv o'6v GLrov 'r6v iv 'YL &yOp&cL nwXo6tevoti nTXeovoq 

8pocXQuxv EXq. Prices as high as twenty or more drachmai during crises were hardly unheard 
of. At various times in the last third ofthe 4th century prices are reported at Athens of 16 dr for 
wheat, 18 dr for barley (which implies a far higher price for wheat), and 32 dr again for wheat. 
Plutarch gives an extraordinary price of 300 dr during the siege of Demetrios Poliorketes in 
295/4, which, though clearly unparalleled, gives a sense of how high prices might rise during 
a blockade.38 Since there seems to have been a general sense that wheat prices of about 
6 dr/med were normal at Athens immediately after the harvest in the late 4th century, these 
high prices show unmistakably that a doubling of price or worse was far from unusual during 
a crisis. The typical wheat price on Delos during the 3rd and 2nd centuries was 10-11 
dr/med. A price for wheat of about 22 dr on Andros in the 3rd century during a crisis, 
while certainly a very clear indication of extraordinary problems, is well within the range of 
possibility. Further, supplying grain for 5 dr during such a crisis would certainly have entitled 
Antidotos to the generous gift of a gold crown worth 1000 dr with which he was honored. 

If this general understanding of lines 3-4 is correct, then the preceding lines must have 
contained the amount of grain Antidotos gave and its price, 5 dr. Sauciuc's restorations 
at lines 1-3 probably capture in part the general sense, although they must be taken as 
exempligratia, not as the actual text of the inscription; in particular, they leave no place for the 
amount of grain sold at the reduced price.39 

With this understanding of the text, it is possible to offer a suggestion as to the 
circumstances that gave rise to Antidotos' honors. I want to stress that this interpretation 
must remain speculative in view of the uncertainties surrounding the restoration of the first 
few lines of the inscription, the loss of the beginning of the text, and our ignorance of the 

37 This seems to be the only restoration that could possibly meet the space restrictions, for there is room 
at the beginning of line 4 for no more than 2 or 3 letters. But at 15 letters the restoration is in fact too long 
for line 3, which can only accommodate 8 to 11 letters after gLXOaLV. 

38 Demosthenes 34.39, 42.20 and 31; [Aristotle] Oik. 1352b, line 19; Plutarch, Dem. 33.6. 
39 Sauciuc's lines a-b, on the other hand, are fantasy and should be wholly rejected. 
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honorand's identity. Nevertheless, events analogous to those I outline below recurred again 
and again in the Hellenistic world; their repetition on Andros would be commonplace. 

Andros was the site of a foreign garrison, perhaps of Ptolemaic origin after the liberation 
of Athens or of Macedonian origin after the Chremonidean War, under the command of 
one Antidotos son of - - -es. Circumstances unknown to us had led to a drastic price 
rise for wheat, probably a doubling of the price Andrians normally expected to pay. The 
garrison troops, as part of the conditions of their employment, may have enjoyed the 
privilege of buying grain for a very low price, perhaps 5 dr/med, from their employer, 
who himself of course probably bought it on the market at current prices. In these difficult 
circumstances, the Andrians asked, or Antidotos offered, permission to buy grain intended 
for the troops (6 a*oq {EvLx6q) at the price the troops paid, in effect, to receive a subsidy 
from Antidotos' employer. Antidotos and his troops consented (hence the emphasis on the 
troops' cooperation, lines 14-16). This very substantial benefit led the Andrians to honor 
their benefactor with a gold crown worth 1000 dr. 

TEXT AND COMMENTARY 

The stele, which tapers, is preserved on both sides and the bottom; the top is broken. H. 0.385; 
W 0.32 (top), 0.34 (bottom); Th. 0.08-0.085 m. Letters: 0.005 (omicron) to 0.01 m. 

Ed. Weil 1876, pp. 239-240, no. 3; Dragatsis 1881, pp. 794-795 (as if new); Pernice 1893, 
pp. 14-15, no. 15; IG XII v 714; Sauciuc 191 1; IG XII, Suppl., p. 11 9. In my text, I underline 
letters read by Sauciuc but which have since disappeared; for my readings which differ from his, 
see the commentary. 

[- -u- -]ov OV i lIVOV? - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

[.. -]oO a-ou TOu 4?VLXOU ?IXOOLV B[U6] [Bp]q- 
[XV]&)V -roU VEBEVVOU- 07t.5 &V O4-V ?EWSOLv 7toW[r5] 

5 [6-L &]7idoca-CaL 6 B'VOq XQPL-Cao &oto( &ntO8L8[6]- 
[Val OEl] ?UEQy?Clq, i7tclV`0aL VV `Avxi[or[ov] 

o[u- xa- O]C5 t OT WV(aL XPUOGL OGq?ciV)L vcat 
[O0MO XL]iOGV 8QaXV&)V 0Q?(5EU( ?V?X?V Xat EOV[O[]- 

[aqg -r](5 etq -cOV B(pVo -cOV 'AVBptQi -ov TV xt Xp[u]- 
10 [xaz tiq P]oUXi( &VayyEAaL T6V8E T6V GrUpaVO[V] 

[ALO]VUtOLq UpcayWL8L)V -)L &yGVL. ?tVaL Bz 'AvUL86- vacat 
[U]Gl Xat &XXO ay0cO6V ?p?oa0Gl tap&a -OO 8(?ou 6- 
[C]OU &V BOXEl &4lO5 JVaL- 7talNVaL Bz Xact COUC[q] 

[CO-]paLc'o, 800L C XpE[aq naPiGXcVT? T)l- 

15 [,Uwn] xct ouv(`py(oav et5 TO6 otiov ?Upea-oipo[V] 
[JtVaL] dV - 7t6XVl T6V Bz ypaa?a itV tpUTaV[e]- 

[&iV WV]aypQ4aL O8e 6 TO+(?LO4E &V O-CX7V XloyV- 

[nV] Xat OG7UOl &V -UL ayOOp&L 7tp6fOt -oi5 PouX[u]- 

[-UQpt]ou - 6 TO &V&Xwia T6 yev6Oivov et5 -rv vacat 
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20 [&(va]ypapi"v BOUVaL -U ouq ita &it6 T3v tp6oo- vcat 
[Bcov] -0iv -q teXwq. vcat 

Line 1: ONMEA Sauciuc, restoring [r]6v i8[ljVOV o iv ixe uCA) 8&jical tCL 'AvBpltcav]. 
Line 3: B. &. . a The last letter has a diagonal. For the restoration, see p. 317 above. 
Line 4: .... ov Sauciuc; xv. The bottom horizontal stroke of the omega is clear. 
Line 7: For the patronymic, Hiller suggests ['Av-tLy&vo]us (IG XII, Suppl., p. 119), which fits the space, but 
there are no traces before the upsilon. There is no room at the end of the line for [&x6] (Sauciuc). 
Line 8: [&in6 ..] 8paX,u[4ov] Pernice; [. 'AxtL]xCv 8paX,uxv Sauciuc; [&nb xL]Mtwv 8paXpxv. IG XII v 1000, 
lines 12-14 (Jos), &n6 XLX[wv 8paXi1Cv; cf. also IG II2 343, lines 8-9. For another gold crown awarded by 
the Andrians, see IG XII v 719, lines 18-19; for other gold crowns of 1000 dr, IG XII v 799, lines 13-15 
(Tenos), IG XII vii 506, lines 44-45 (= Syll. 3 390; Nesiotic League); of 2000 dr, IG XII v 481, lines 16-17 
(Siphnos); of 3000 dr, IG XI iv 1038, lines 15-16 (Nesiotic League). 
Line 9: At the beginning of the line the right vertical stroke of the eta is preserved. At the end: rP Pernice; rPA 
Sauciuc; KHP (see p. 314 above). 
Line 10: The omicron of cru&pavo [v] is clearly visible. 
Line 11: The right vertical of the nu of ALovuca[oLq is readable. 
Line 12: The omega and iota of 'AvcL86-cwL are clear. 
Line 14: The quarter-circle of the rho is visible. 
Line 17: The left vertical and part of the angled stroke of the nu of XLO lvVv are visible. 
Line 19: OT clearly visible. The stone is vacant after -cjv. 
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PLATE 76 

Al 

a. IGXIIv 714 

b. IG XII v714, lines 13-20 

GAR REGER: THE~ DATE AND HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF IG XII v 714 
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